
BIOMETRIC AUTHENTICATION
CORE BANKING BIOMETRIC CAPABILITY

Authenticating Transactions with One Touch

• Reduces transaction processing time.
• Improves customer experience.
• Prevents identity fraud.
• Minimizes paper-based procedures.
• Reduces support overhead for password management.
• Allows for single Identity across multiple applications.
• Non-repudiation of transactions.
• Proof of presence, easy to add any factor on demand.

“We are delighted about improving our security with the use of
biometrics. The solution has been easy to deploy thanks to the
dedication from all stakeholders.”

- Ahmed Omar Awadh Al Ojaili, GDGM Information Technology
– Bank Muscat, Oman.

Reduces time for Transact users to
get manager acceptance of large
transactions and other restricted
operations

USER-VALUE
Increased security and efficiency
of banking operations with Biometric
Transaction Signing.

CUSTOMER-VALUE

BENEFITS

A SUCCESSFUL COLLABORATION



BIOMETRIC AUTHENTICATION
IMPLEMENTING

To continue evolution as a global bank by providing state-of-the-art products and services.
Bank Muscat is reinventing processes and introducing more secure, yet easier ways of serving

customers to enhance their banking experience.

Enable Growth by improving customer
service.

Manage Cost by increasing operational
efficiency and decreasing client’s time at
the teller, as well as the support cost of
password management.

Control Risk by preventing identity fraud
with multi-factor authentication and by
identifying a client based on who they are
rather than what they have or know.

OBJECTIVES

The project consisted in deploying Biometric Authentication as an additional component to the
bank’s CORE Banking System. A ccustomer's information stored in their National ID card is retrieved
from the Government's database and utilized to verify customer’s identity at the teller.

The challenge was to make it possible for the client to switch between this new approach and the
previously existing method at any time, keeping it as a backup.

ITSS built an interface between Core banking, card reader solution and Government's Server to enable
biometric Authentication / Verification of the Customer’s identity using the National ID Card securely.

Implementation was done with a flexible and incremental approach to go-live within 90 days for an initial
set of pilot users and branches. ITSS then rolled-out across the network over the following 3 months after
fine tuning the technical and functional aspects of the pilot implementation.

We successfully tested and deployed core banking versions / processes enabled with biometric capability,
and installed card readers and fingerprint readers at the branches and offices. Staff training was also
administered by ITSS.

CUSTOMER TRANSACTIONS

We proposed the simplest, most convenient and
most secure way of proving identity that can be
used for several operations including client
transactions, opening of a new account and even
staff authentication. Our flexible solution is
compatible with any Transact or Windows release.

Working collaboratively with HID Global, a leading
identity and access management solutions provider,
assured a trusted, secure and seamless
result for the bank.

VALUE PROPOSITION

BANK MUSCAT, OMAN

Our following aim was to enhance
existing SSO LDAP authentication with
biometric technology.

Utilizing HID’s biometric authentication
solution, the integration with Microsoft Active
Directory store and the protection of all
fingerprint data was simplified. No new
learning process or product skills were
required, as the solution natively integrates
with Active Directory and its tools.

Implementation was done with a flexible
and incremental approach to go-live within
40 days for an initial set of pilot users and
branches. HID Global provided the Digital
Persona biometric readers and SDK software,
as well as the RESTful APIs for integration
between the Active Directory.

USER LOGIN
Improved operational efficiency by
utilizing the government’s ID database
to retrieve customer’s and users’
information, enabling IT users to roll out
application access faster and more
securely.

With role-based access, the bank is now
able to customize employee onboarding
workflows and validate them through the
Transact maker and checker features.

RESULTS


